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“Let me at least sell my life dearly  

and not without glory,  

after some great deed  

for future generations to hear of.”   

Homer, The Iliad 

 

“I’m not scared to die 

I’m scared to have never been alive.” 

C.J. 
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SpeakOut! Writing Workshop 
August through December, 2011 

 
Every Wednesday night for the past 12 weeks, a group of men and a group of 
women at the Larimer County Detention Center spent an hour and a half of their 
time participating in a writing workshop facilitated by Tobi Jacobi, Brittany 
Belmarez, Ashlee Marshall, Brianna Rivers, and Morgan Dorn.  
 
Adding to this diverse chorus are two youth writing groups from Turning Point’s 
Boy’s House and Girl’s House, facilitated by Stephanie Becker, Elliott Johnston, 
Katie Loewen, Danielle Muller, Tifarah O'Neill, and Natalie Thornton.   
 
Throughout the semester, creative energy pushed through the fingertips of these 
prolific writers and onto the page. Male, female, youth and adult, each writer 
brought a unique style and voice to the works within. 
 
All four groups explored a variety of creative writing forms: fiction, non-fiction, 
poetry. Also contained within these pages are artwork pieces created by residents 
at the Larimer County Detention Center. This is a collection of their work—a 
unified voice that reaches out into the future and tells us all that these writers have 
a significant power to be remembered through their work and through the power 
of creativity.   
 
A very special thanks to Dianne Bacorn, the Larimer County Detention Center and 
the CSU Center for Community Literacy for providing staff and material support. 
Thanks to the Turning Point Center for Youth and Family Development. We would 
also like to give heartfelt thanks to the Duncan Charitable Trust and the Bohemian 
Foundation for their grant support. We give special thanks to Lisa Hendrickson and 
Publisher’s Graphics for their unconditional and much valued assistance in bringing 
this journal to a new level of publication for our workshop writers. Finally, a 
heartfelt thanks to Tobi Jacobi for her immeasurable support. 
 
Winning Cover Art Artist: Renee S. 
Back Cover Artist: Leon 
Publication Editor: Stephanie A. Train 
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“Maybe the most important reason for writing is to prevent  

the erosion of time, so that memories will not be blown  
away by the wind. Write to register history, and name each thing.  

Write what should not be forgotten.” 
 
This journal is an invitation to remember.  Like the above quote from Isabel 
Allende's book, House of Spirits, writers from the SpeakOut! Writing 
Workshop register their own history and name their experiences.  These 
courageous writers remind us that writing is more than a hobby or the 
means to pass time, but a survival method, a strategy to persevere, a lifeline.   
 
Facilitators in the writing program speak to the excitement and willingness 
of participating writers to create something tangible, powerful, energizing 
and, oftentimes, cathartic.  Facilitators and writers agree that writing is a 
great tool for processing and a great outlet for emotions we don't 
otherwise feel comfortable expressing.  It is a relief valve; as emotions build, 
writers display a sense of urgency to write it down, write it out and then let 
release it.  Only behind the heaving locking metal doors is this kind of writing 
environment possible. 
 
What manifests during these workshops flies directly in the face of the 
children’s rhyme for which this journal is named. 
 

Sticks and stones may break my bones 
But words will never hurt me. 

 
The last twelve weeks have shown us that words do in fact have power.  The 
writing within this journal is meant to be remembered. For 12 weeks this Fall, 
writers from all backgrounds came together through the SpeakOut! Writing 
Workshops.  Once a week, we wrote and shared poetry, short stories, and 
other pieces of writing inspired by the struggles and joys we all face. Each 
session opened with writers reading their work and closed with writers 
submitting work for feedback and publication in the Fall 2011 Journal. 
 
The primary philosophy of the SpeakOut! writing program is that every 
person has a story to tell; each has words that are valuable and necessary.  
Not only do the words within these pages have power, but we can see how 
connected the pieces are to one another, connected by a thread that runs, 
almost seamlessly through the entirety of this journal. 
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We encourage each writer to tell his/her own story and represent personal 
experiences on paper. This work takes the form of individual and 
collaborative writings. The SpeakOut! Writing Workshops focus on enacting 
change through writing experiences and the circulation of this journal along 
Colorado’s Northern front range. 
 
The writers featured in this issue explore many themes such as recovery, 
love won and lost, anguish, strength, justice and hope. These artists allowed 
us, the facilitators, into their world, showing us all that a barrier of bars isn’t 
an accurate indicator of identity.  The work itself exhibits a level of humanity 
frequently overlooked and ignored, work that often reflects the crucial 
moments and decisions that ultimately altered the course of these writers’ 
lives.  To quote a veteran participant of the SpeakOut! Writing Workshop, 
"We are not our crimes." 
 
This book is dedicated to the writers at Larimer County Detention Center 
and Turning Point and to women and men across our globe who struggle 
against oppression, poverty, abuse, and gender discrimination by creating 
and publishing their stories, poems, essays and artwork.   
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WHERE WE ARE FROM 
by the SpeakOut! women’s writing group 
 
I am from a pack of strong women 
 a place where cultures are hugely diverse 
 an energy I refer to as LOVE. 
 

I am from Hell. 
  from an image of God, the heaven's above 
mothers’ tears,  
a broken home.  

 
I am from a wonderful, loving family 
 from a Spanish speaking environment 
 the Mile High city 
 white snowcapped mountains 
 the desert so dry. 
 

I am from fallen grace. 
I am from hateful love and chaotic serenity. 
I am from a repeating cycle that I'm determined to break. 

 
I am from wherever you think I'd be from. 
 beautiful, faraway European Slovakia 
 two worlds combined in love 
 a better place. 
 

I am from a redneck background 
from four sets of German grandparents, though not all want to admit it  
from two crazy kids who had to grow up 
a strong, loving, beautiful mother 
a shell at the bottom of the sea.  

 
I am from my mother, God help me 
a little boy's hugs 
two beautiful sons 
an Italian family. 
 

I am from a rodeo town 
Hollis, Oklahoma. 
Sacramento, California.  
from where it is too hot for birds to fly. 

 
I am unsure where exactly I'm from. 
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ABECEDARIAN 
 
Acting on the thoughts in my head 
Becoming a person afraid of life and death 
Constantly pretending to be fine 
Disgusted by the thought process in my mind 
Evilness taking over my brain 
Fricken treatment is making me insane 
Giving up without an explanation 
Hoping and praying I feel new sensations 
Inappropriate crap making my mind full 
J******* to me play a big role 
Killing me softly inside and out 
Letting people know what my pain’s all about 
Maturity arises as I make myself clear 
Never getting heard cuz no one wants to hear 
Over time I become impatient 
Pretty aware but I still have to fake it 
Quit lying to me yes I can 
Remembering the time I didn’t have a hand 
Surviving the wounds I was given 
Telling myself things like it’s better to forget it 
Unable to move on because of my past 
Verdict says I’m crazy don’t know how long that will last 
Whatever happens now just know that I was here 
X-ray shows I’m broken but no one seems to care 
Yelling until I’m speechless asking all for luck 
Zero people in this world will ever give a complete f*** 

THE THINGS I FEAR 
 
I fear the struggle 
I fear the strife 
A fear of death 
A fear of life 
 
I fear for you 
I fear for me 
I fear of what will 
Come to be 
 
There’s plenty to fear 
Than fear itself 
I fear the pain 
And I fear the wealth 
 
I fear my will 
Is running dry 
I fear so much 
I’m forced to cry 

 
 
I fear disaster 
I fear the knife 
I fear the blade 
That controlled my life 
 
I fear the girl 
I used to be 
I fear the dark 
And when I’m forced to see 
 
I fear the system 
That stole my pride 
I fear the fact 
I’m afraid to hide 
 
I fear the help 
With no reason why 
I fear success 
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WHY I THINK DRUGS SUCK (RAP) 
 
(weed) 
Weed is whack so don’t do crack 
No more sitting in the back seat smoking that sack 
Put that down it ain’t no good 
If you’re gonna smoke it here you’re in the wrong hood 
You think weed rocks well you’re wrong 
If you bring that crap near me I’ll break your bong 
 
(meth) 
That crystal stuff yah it shines 
But once you smoke it your life is on the line 
So fix yourself and throw it away 
And I promise you you’ll live another day 
Go to N.A. and your life will change 
You just gotta get up and play the game 
 
(cocaine) 
And that powder stuff is all insane 
If you keep snorting it you’ll lose the fame 
So count to three and try to stop 
Cuz sooner or later your brain is gonna pop 
And I will laugh cuz I tried to tell you 
That doing that crap will make you lose your value 
 
(Robotussin) 
The cough syrup use it right 
Cuz if you keep drinking it you’ll lose the fight 
So put it down and call it a night 
I know it sucks but it’ll be alright 
(Alcohol) 
Alcohol I know it’s a friend 
But if you get carried away your life will surely end 
That liquor it is good and strong 
But once you drink booze you start to act wrong 
 
(Pills and ecstasy) 
Now about them pills and that ecstasy 
Do you want a life? Well that’s not the key 
Stop and think that’s what you gotta do 
And realize what’s best but not only for you 
The smiley face yah it’s pretty attractive 
But it’s only a trick to make you sexually active 
 
(Acid) 
I have a question please answer me 
Do you like to look stupid and talk to trees? 
Cuz if you do then that’s okay 
But you should handle yourself in different ways 
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(shrooms) 
Them mushrooms that you think is magic 
Really make your life just way more tragic 
You want fun then go to a dance 
Hang around and give it a chance 
But it’s time to end this rhyme 
So put it to thought and take your time 
Good luck and good bye 
 
 
 

SILENCE IS 
 
Here’s a poem about a girl 
That met a guy that changed her world 
 
She fell in love but didn’t know 
That he was a player and a fool 
 
She let him control her 
And he sure the hell did 
He beat and touched her 
Plus played with her head 
 
For 12 months she took his s*** 
She let it happen cuz she was scared to admit 
 
She made a promise to never tell 
He cried to her about change and that he will 
 
She was broken and bruised 
Hurt, raped and abused 
She knew what to do 
But was afraid of what he could do too 
 
He finally hit her one too many times 
She fell with one last blur 
He may have hit and abused 
But silence is what killed her 
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THINK ABOUT IT! 
 
“I want to leave 
But when can I go?” 
That’s what we always ask 
But are we doing what we have to 
Maybe we should ask the question 
“What do I have to do?” 
Or “can I even do it?” 
Tell yourself this: 
“I need to figure things out 
So that someday I can . . .” 
You gotta show them who’s boss 
Because we are what we make ourselves 
We are smart enough to do anything 
We just got to put our minds to it 
We hate having sick feelings 
But are you willing to change that? 
Just open up and be yourself 
Be an influential person not impulsive 
Or even have a smile  
and you’ll get one back somehow 
Because you can if you try 
But we all know trying is hard 
 
 

CONTROLLING MY MIND 
 
I feel like there’s a monster in my head 
Telling me to give up on my treatment 
Saying don’t worry about the past 
Because tonight will be your last 
It’s controlling my every move 
Telling me what to do 
Seems like I can’t do good at all 
Because once I force myself to climb the monster makes me fall 
I hope someday this monster will move on 
Haunt the mind of a psychotic crazy one 
But for now I suffer the headache it has caused 
Taking pills to relieve the pain but it’s always paused 
Scratching my fricken brains out with its claws 
Scared to tell it off because it’s killing 
I pray that nobody has to experience this feeling 
But when the day comes that it shall go 
I hope that it won’t come back but you never know 
So those of you that share the same pain 
Tell yourself there’s always more to gain 
Maybe with encouragement it won’t come back again 

Renee S. 

 

And giving up is quicker than moving on 
Negativity is more fun than being positive 
But why take the easy way out 
Give yourself a challenge  
and something to work towards 
Prove to those people you’re changing 
Then you will figure out 
The day you can go 
And you won’t have to worry  
about when you can leave! 
Just think about it . . . 
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I. 
What has meant enough  
To me 
To change me 
You  
Someday having you  
Life 
Someday having a life 
Sobriety 
Someday achieving complete sobriety 
 

II. 
I’m sick 
I swear I am 
I swear I can 
I can see  
What I’m supposed to be 
I just can’t get to it 
I  can’t fit In  
Win, at anything 
But I know I can love 
Then loose 
Drown in booze 
I can’t rhyme 
Be happy or manage time 
I can’t be depressed 
Suppressed under institutions 
Hands shake 
Mind race 
I, myself, make me face my 
Demons 
I’m sick 
I swear I am. 
 

III. 
Why is  
anarchism  
frowned on 
 
Giving  
Time away  
For money 
 
Mechanical 
Luminating    the world is 
Devices                         not this. 
Controlling 
Us moving on. 
Telling us momentarily  
Where to be and when. 

IV. 
I show myself  
Then  
Hide 
Because I feel and can’t  
Feel at all. 
I’m afraid of change 
But that’s all I want 
I dedicate my life to Christ 
But its an ongoing fight. 
I need these doubts gone 
Because of the different  
Route I’m on 
I strive 
I’m not just along for the ride 
Because I need this to stay  
Alive. 
 
 
V. 
I bleed and I bleed 
But I can’t seem to  
get what I need 
 
VI. 
Maybe I need to put the words  
Self motivation 
To the test 
I can’t be done until  
I’ve tried my best 
Maybe I’m crazy 
Or lazy? 
 
VII. 
I’m going to be real 
I can’t bleed good enough ink 
To serve justice 
And to make you think 
I’m rambling about how I feel  
But when I put it on paper 
It won’t stay 
Sometimes I must admit I  
Can’t do this, it’s been from  
April, March, and May 
Then over again 
I try not to think. 
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I WISH 
 
Oh I wish I had 36 24 36 
But I’m not 5’3 
36 on top 
Can’t see my feet, stop 
24 in the middle 
Will make anybody piddle 
36 again, hips to grin 
Big butts don’t lie 
So my 34 29 38 fits just fine 
Cuz I’m 5’9! 

LAZY 
 
Lazy to get outta bed 
Lazy to get dressed 
Lazy to take a shower 
Lazy to start the car 
Lazy to drive to work 
Lazy to wait in traffic 
Lazy to find a spot to park 
Lazy to deal with box 
Lazy to go home 
Lazy to make something outta myself 
Lazy to live by the rules 
Too lazy. 
Should have made coffee. 

I DON’T MAKE SENSE 
 
Losing everything in my family 
Means gaining control of our lives and 
Changing what’s best for our health. 
Like going to jail for two years or 
Staying in treatment for six months 
Knowing what I did got me here. 
It was my fault and now it’s time 
For me to change 
 
 

LLAMA LOVER 
 
Long pretty hair and deep blue eyes  
Only wish that you were mine  
Sitting here across the room  
Wondering if I can make you my boo 
I think you’re beautiful, intelligent, and bright  
You are the only girl I want in my life  
Finally I see you’re the only girl for me  
Let’s get together and make some sweet memories 

 
 

LISTEN 2  YOUR MOMMAS 
 
My Momma always told me to 
Never regret the past because it’ll 
Kill you in the Future 
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MY DAYS OF PARTYING ARE OVER 
 
I'll miss the parties we had at the house, our friends coming over to chill and party with us. 
The non-stop drinking we’d do to heal our pains that made life so much easier…I'll miss 
chillin’ with Panda Bear and Peaches, all the nights of partying and fun that we had. The 
adventures we went on. Even when we went up to the mountains and shot off those g*ns. 
Thunder and lightning. And how we stayed there till six in the morning. 
 
Marley and I saving up to get some shrooms. We’d save up to $30 for a 20 sack. I remember 
Panda Bear and Peaches, Baby Tree and Ghost driving to McDonalds, meeting up with Carpet 
and Pancake to get it. Me spilling some soda on myself when the car stopped. I was kinda 
tipsy. 
 
Getting back, munching on them with some cherry soda, having a bad trip, and holding onto 
Panda Bear, White Marley, tripped with Peaches, laughing at the strangest things. Two in the 
morning laughing at myself in the mirror. Loving my face, body, and just feeling good. 
 
Now sitting in treatment, thinking about the old days. Wondering when I'll eva be true to 
myself. Know this place could be good for me. Waiting to see… 

FEARLESS 
 
It’s my fear that keeps my eyes awake, 
My eyes deceive my soul, my 
Heart never gets a break, 
The Earth is at mortal war, 
And is quick to devour Blood, 
I had a straight shot from  
the bottle, 
The liquor burns my throat, 
But I don’t hesitate to swallow. 
My pleasure is in search of 
Beauty, 
But is blinded by all the 
Whiskey. 
All the problems in the world  
no longer phase me. 
I am in another world, I no longer 
Have a care, 
All I need is my medicine, its like 
My fresh air, 
Somebody once told me 
Pain is a game we all got 
To play, 
Then somebody please tell me why 
I’m in overtime and sudden  
Death every other day 

SLT 
 
I wish my life was a 
Fairy tale, 
Filled with Happy Endings, 
But my life is HECTIC so 
There’s no use pretending, 
Life can be distorted and 
Confusing like a puzzle. 
Life can be problematic when  
You can’t stop talking and you need 
A muzzle, 
Everyone’s quick to lie and glorify. 
People won’t hesitate to justify. 
That’s why I’m stuck in this position, 
Cause I won’t stop before I  
Share my opinion. 
I wish life can be peaceful 
And I could have a 
Happy ending.  
But this is reality, so it’s just 
Wishful thinking. 
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NUDE BAR 
 
In pellucid curves she dances for me, a mere foot or so 
away, on her difficult stool and lucite pumps, between 
amber beers and buddies. We’re hypnotized by the girl in 
the bill-laced garter and belt and the wholesome smile. 
Each move is frankly equine, the just-woke toss of gold 
hair, the reared break of waist. It is no accident that she is 
radiant, a milky flame that triggers awe as much as lust. 
For ten bucks we get a breath-shot view. Buck naked and 
lost for a song’s length in dance. Call it that, a jolt and flare 
is dance if set to music, much as desire, though stark in 
the galley of this manly bar, is an honest flash despite the knuckled stares, the flame of all 
that want ending with an erect bill folded and slipped between belt and thigh. Case closed. 
The girl pulls on her red, flimsy dress, long, side-cut and thread-held to her snow-capped 
shoulders, just covering her. Now she may walk the red bar of ambers and greens. Only when 
she sways to music can she discharge her raw duty. She mounts again the lozenge of stage 
inside the bar and newly bares her flesh to a thumping melody. Through the clang of bottles 
among imploded makes who will not so much as brush each other’s shoulders, fans of dollar 
bills folded in their delicate pockets, she hears the freed crisp of a new tip, the swallow of 
impossible petition. She turns on her vertical bar, single petal on a shiny stem, or clutches the 
horizontals. There is nothing to show. The body, all simple and music. This goes into that like 
money into the belt’s orbit.  

A HISTORY OF FAULTY SHOES 
 
Tiny white lacy slippers that I kicked off when I was a baby.   
Sweet little pink jellies that I wore on the swing set and broke the strap.   
Soft leather moccasins that had beads that fell off.   
Bright pinks sneakers that were hard to lace up.   
Little purple Velcro tennis shoes that had a hole in the heel.   
Shiny black party shoes that got scratched on the sidewalk. 
White leather sandals that got wet in the sprinkler and shrank. 
Green All Stars that rubbed at the toe. 
Black Mary Janes that I still wear today,  
But who knows? 

AT 23 WEEKS SHE CAN NO LONGER SEE 
  ANYTHING SOUTH OF HER BELLY 
 
I’m painting my wife’s toes in Revlon Super Color-49. I’ve 
no idea what I’m doing. She asked me to get the bottle, 
then crashed on our bed, muscles—sore, pelvis—aching. 
Lifting the brush, I skim the excess polish across the glass, 
dab a smidgen on her nail, brush it out in streaks over the 
perfect surface to the cuticle’s edge. 
I’m painting my wife’s toes. I’ve no idea what I’m doing. 
The smell of fresh enamel intoxicates. Each nail I glaze is a 
tulip, a lobster, a scarlet room where women sit and talk, 
their sleek, tinctured fingers sparking the air. 

Renee S. 
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WORKED LATE ON TUESDAY NIGHT 
 
Again. 
 
Midtown is blasted out and silent, drained of the crowd and its doggy day. I trample the 
scraps of deli lunches some ate outdoors as they stared dumbly or hooted at us career girls—
the haggard beauties, the vivid can-dos, open raincoats a flap in the March wind as we 
crossed to and fro in front of the public library. 
 
Never thought you’d be one of them, did you, little lady? Little miss Phi Beta Kappa, with your 
pleated skirts, twenty-nine till death do us part! Don’t you see? The good schoolgirl turns 
thirty, forty, singing the song of time management all day long, lugging the briefcase home. 
So at 10:00pm you’re standing here with your hand in the air, cold but too stubborn to reach 
into your pocket for a glove, cursing the freezing rain as though it were your difficulty. It’s 
pathetic, and nobody’s fault but your own. 
 
Now the tears fall down into the collar. 
Cabs, but none for hire.  
 
I haven’t had dinner; I’m not half of what I was meant to be. Among other things, the mother 
of three. Too tired, tonight, to seduce the father. 
 
 
 

THINGS THAT GO AWAY AND COME BACK AGAIN 
 

Thoughts 
Airplanes 
Boats 
Trains 
People 
Dreams 
Animals 
Songs 
Husbands 
Boomerangs 
Lightening 
The sun, the moon, the stars 
Bad weather 
The seasons 
Soldiers 
Good luck 
Health 
Depression 
Joy 
Laundry 
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LIVING IN THE BODY 
 
Body is something you need in order 
to stay on this planet and you only 
get one. And no matter which one 
you get, it will not be satisfactory. It 
will not be beautiful enough, it will 
not be fast enough, it will not keep 
up for days at a time, but will pull you 
down into a sleepy swamp and 
demand apples and chocolate cake 
and coffee. Body is a thing you have 
to carry from one day into the next. 
Always the same eyebrows over the 
same eyes in the same skin when you 
look in the mirror, and the same 
creaky knee when you get up from 
the floor and the same wrist under 
the watchband. The changes you can 
make are small and costly—better to 
leave it as it is. Body is a thing that 
you have to leave eventually. You 
know that because you have seen 
others do it, others who were once 
like you, living inside their pile of 
bones and flesh, smiling at you, 
loving you, leaning in the doorway, 
talking to you for hours and then one 
day, they are gone. No forwarding 
address. 

BEAUTIFUL SPRING 
 
The seasons revolve and the years change with no assistance or supervision. The moon, 
without taking thought, moves in its cycle, a full crescent. 
 
The white moon enters the heart of the river; the air is drugged with azalea blossoms; deep in 
the night a pinecone falls; our campfire dies out in the empty mountains. 
 
The sharp stars flicker in the tremulous branches; the lake is black, bottomless in the 
crystalline night; high in the sky the Northern Crown is cut in half by the dim summit of a 
snow peak. 
 
My heart, so singularly intransigent and corruptible; here we lie entranced by the starlit 
water, and moments that should each last forever slide unconsciously by us like water. 
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LYRICAL THERAPY 
 
I’m lacking motivation except when I’m full of hatred 
So does yin need yang or does yang need yin?  I'm a king 
while a slave not knowing how to escape or control my ways 
to take chemicals as an everyday ritual it seemed to be a 
miracle but only made my problems invisible making 
me pause my growth of spiritual it took me twelve 
years to face the mirror fee was the damage 
reversible at first it hurt to know the answer was 
a no i managed to escape my panic never again will  
I fall victim to my inner satanic savage, sink like the 
Titanic, or crawl to the drugs as an addict I’ve had it 
it’s time to remove the bandages they’re just extra baggage 
a reminder of the bad habits I’m not scared to die 
I’m scared to have never been alive 

Renee S. 

FEAR 
 

fear of life 
fear of heights 
fear of dreams 

fear of love 
fear of age 
fear of fear 

fear of jail 
fear of flight 

fear of might 
fear of friends 
fear of heaven 

fear of hell 
fear of ghosts 

fear of demons 
fear of falling 

fear of getting up 
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WHY? 
 
I’m in a cell my mind burns like Hades 
on the outside is my girl alone carrying our baby 
I’m questioning if turning myself in 
was right to the laws if I didn’t was a sin 
but my morals turn within 
I need a friend one I can trust 
to help her while I’m stuck 
still I feel this is my responsibility, I feel like it’s killing me 
as I sit here a worthless f*** 

 
 

THE QUEST FOR LIFE 
 
everyday seems to be one in the same 
when i go to bed 
even then the thoughts in my head 
don’t rest 
they progress 
in the quest 
of a lifelong test 
wonderin’ if i’m damned or blessed 
I confess  
I’m a mess 
stressed and obsessed 
with trying to make things correct 
prying this cement block within and on top of my chest 
trying to achieve happiness with each breath 
so I can rest peacefully when it comes time for my death 

6 Word Memoirs 

If you try you can fail 
 
crawl walk run jump fall crawl 
 
living to die dying to live 
 
reach for the stars before morning 
 
summer trips or the winter falls 
 
moving forward can be moving backward 

 
I’d rather be a sober virgin 

 
the truth will set you free 

 
I don’t know I don’t care 

 
beauty is a light switch away 

 
life will end time will not  
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IS IT WORTH IT? 
 
From the day you’re born till the day you die 
 in the afterlife 
was there a purpose for when you  
 were alive? 
do you feel it’s been wasted? 
or do you feel for future generations? 
What you did was sacred 
did you live to help? 
or did you live in hell? 
were you courageous? 
or full of hatred? 
maybe both, not knowing which road  
 you chose, 
I hope you notice hopeless is only a feeling 
is it worth it? You tell me, I’m busy healing 
 
 
 

JAIL 
 
In the land of the forgotten you need no name 
in the land of the forgotten every day's the same 
in the land of the forgotten best wake up early 
in the land of the forgotten lights out 10:30 

 
 

I CHANGE 
 
I don’t have what you got 
nor do I want it 
just leave me here in my room to rot 
by my lonely 
I just wanna die 
why would I wanna be alive 
the only thing keeping me to this place is 
the smiles on everyone’s faces 
I just wanna be alone by myself only me 
I just wonder why 
I can’t break free from this cage of ice 
I am full of self-pity and self-sacrifice 
I just wanna be 
alive spread my wings and fly free 
I don’t wanna die 
nor do I wanna be alone 
I know why I’m alive 
please come and take me home 
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REALITY 
 
Arbitrary is what these scars have made me 
so sorry if you hate me you are the ones who made me 
my soul’s been callousing it feels I’ve lived my life drunk on 
a balance beam high in a well now I’m free in 
a cell which I use to call myself an idiot 
 

 

IF I COULD BE ANYTHING 
 
If I could be anything, anything at all, I would be an imagination.  No limitation inside of a 
skull.  No walls.  The power of creativity.  No hours unless I want there to be.  I could 
choose to bleed or breathe or to have the opportunity to envision true inner peace.  I could 
be immortal or paint a picture without orals.  I could choose to be a mortal with personal 
morals or wonder what it feels like to live as coral.  Endless possibilities.  Electrical waves of 
energy.  

MY FAVORITE WORD IS “LOVE” 
 
love comes and goes in our lives 
love can be hate or Joyful 
love can make you cry or smile 
love is always one thing that comes in  
different shapes, emotions, strengths in life 
love can kill you or make you stronger 
love can have you behind bars or free 
but when it comes all donate to it 
love is always with us from the beginning 
of our lives to the end and it will hit 
you when you least except it to 

RIVERA 
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LIVING WITHOUT FEAR 
“You said you wanted to live without fear. I wish there’d been an easier way. But there wasn’t.” 
 
There are parts in life that are scary 
That is nothing new 
Like that creep guy in the alley named Gary 
Who said he just wanted to talk for a few 
You thought that was all he wanted 
And it turns out you were dead wrong 
When he threw you on the ground 
And wasn’t affected when you swung 
He was brutal and he was mean 
When he was done 
All you wanted was to be clean 
A few months later when you weren’t so scared 
“You said you wanted to live without fear” 
To remember the things you used to hold dear. 
You said, “I wish there’d been an easier way” 
And when you said that 
I didn’t know what to say 
But I am sorry that “there wasn’t.” 
 
 

I REFUSE TO GIVE UP 
 
Main Refrain: 
I may be struggling 
But I will pick myself up 
I may be down right now 
But I refuse to give up 
 
When I fall 
I will get back on my feet 
I will give it my all 
I won’t lie, manipulate or cheat 
I’ve always been strong 
Even in weak moments 
I can admit when I do wrong 
Even if I don’t like to show it 
I am strong 
And I will never give up 
I have been through too much 
To not be tough 
 
Main Refrain: 
I may be struggling 
But I will pick myself up 
I may be down right now 
But I refuse to give up 
 

Joe H. 
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POTATOES AND POP TARTS 
 
 Krazy Karen    When people would walk  
 She’s my friend    Up the stairs 
 
 She got stuck on a cot   Stuff from their feet 
 That’s not so hot    Would fall in her hair 
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ANDY’S KISS 
 
Your eyes focused on mine… 
Blue lust burning 
 
So close; your breath 
On my stained cheek 
 
Your hair smells of earth and dirt… 
Penetrating stares 
 
Your long body 
Stretched across mine 
 
Breathless… 
I go limp 
 
Hard teeth… 
Drag across my skin 
 
Goosebumps... 
 
Like an animal… 
You weigh me down 
 
Pressure building… 
And orgasm of colors 
Swirl above stars… 
Leaving a halo of light around you 
 
Green eyes focus 
Soft lips brush together once more, 
 
Then, with a wild embrace… 
We collapse into each other. 
 
 
 

MAN RUG 
 
Dancing in the dark…corners of my mind 
 
Howling at the moon 
Your filthy hands grab at me 
With excitement… 
 
Ashamed because I like it- 
Sooooo what 
 
I’ll make a rug out of you later 

STEVEN’S SLEIGH 
 
Remember? 
Mittens in the snow, you held my hand. 
Motel 6, scrambling to the door… 
Rush for the covers 
HBO and OxyContin… 
The cold outside bled through cracks. 
The vent…hiding secrets 
Remember? 
The love we shared…pure like the snow, 
Bittersweet, fingers numb 
The sickness and pain…smiling— 
You always wanting more— 
Remember? 
The knock at the door…holding our breath 
Red and blue for you, barefoot I cry. 
Hard pavement frozen… 
Time stops…then I go too— 
Remember? 

 
 
PLASTIC CASTLES 
 
Dr. Seuss… 
Hardwood floors 
 
The smell of plastic castles… 
Fills the air 
 
Little People and Play Dough 
Stain my mind 
 
Cracked 
Teeth… 
 
Black eyes come 
 
Horse once glued… 
Broken again 
 
Cold hands in the dark… 
 
SHHhhhhhh… 
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ROLLING TEARS 
 
The tears that roll down her face are for him. 
She sees all the strength, he holds within. 
So much pain in such a short life, yet he still holds on, he still fights. 
The darkness that keeps pulling on him from inside, 
Stands no chance, 
Has no wind. 
The amazing heart shows within his eyes. 
With a smile that brightens the day. 
That wonderful heartbreaking smile can get her through anything. 
Him standing tall gives her faith, that anything and everything is possible. 
A soul that by all means should have been lost years ago… 
Still stands, still fights 
Proving he’s the miracle they claim him to be. 
The tears rolling down my face are for him, my hero and saving grace, my little 
brother.  J-Bud. 
 
 

THE WAY 
 
The way you look at me like you think you know. 
The way you whisper behind my back like I can’t hear. 
The way you judge me off of what the news says. 
The way you think you are better than me. 
The way you talk to me as if I am lower than poop on your shoe. 
The way you pretend to be my friend and you are the first to gossip. 
The way you preach the Bible but judge everyone by the way they look. 
The gossip, the lies, the drama. 
The backstabbing, the whining, the complaining. 
The fake, the wanna be, the want somethings. 
If I can see through you then you bother me. 

JAMIE W. 

FAMOUS 
 
I want to be famous for the kiss good morning as he is 
running out the door to start his day. The Band-Aid 
that I put on his knee after he scraped it  falling off his 
bike for the first ride without training wheels.   The  
smile I give him every time I look at him and realize 
how much he has grown up.  The peanut butter and 
jelly sandwich I have waiting for him after a long day.  
The brownies we made last night with the flour all 
over the kitchen and him.  The story I read him as his 
little blue eyes droop into childhood dreams.  Being 
his mom and his hero every detail in his day that sews 
up his happiness. 
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My family my heart and happiness 
That would be the living  
Room in which the 
Family time is spent. 
 
The anger the awful 
Words go along with the 
Toilet paper and need to 
Be flushed. 
 
Then the sadness that 
Life throws my way, that 
Would be the kitchen 
Where I can cook up 
A remedy to make the 
Pain go away. 
 
I put down my pen 
And lock up my house 
For another day in my 
Wonderful lit up complicated 
House. 

JUDGMENT 
 
Sit right down, I have something to say. So clean out your ears and open your mind cause I’m 
going to tell you something about that girl you continue to judge. She’s not what she seems 
upon first glance, and the first impression, um yeah, think again. 
 Take a closer look at those beautiful hazel green eyes, they are truly the windows to 
her broken soul. The scars are hidden well. And guess what, when you cut her she bleeds red 
too. Her tears are salty and wet, and only given to special hearts. 
 What she has been through has only made her stronger, but it also has given her a 
tough skin. Bricks added to the wall she loves to hide behind. She only lets you see a part of 
her that she wants you to see. But very few get to see all of her. 
 The pain she has experienced, from such a young age, has taught her how to hide 
the kind and caring person that is inside. 
 She is one person’s world, another’s love. She is a daughter, a mother, and a wife. 
 Contrary to all belief her heart is big, and glows so much warmth. Her smile always 
reaches her eyes. 
 She makes mistakes, but who doesn’t? When you do she will reach out and help you 
up, and dust you off. 
 She is beautiful, inside and out, but to her the only beauty that means anything is 
who you are inside. 
 So before you judge my girl, remember never judge a book by its cover.  
 Sit down and talk to her and you decide what you really see. 
 

 
 
MY WRITING IS A HOUSE 
 
I pick up my pen and 
Use it as the key to the 
Front door that is my mind. 
 
I form words on the paper 
Placed in front of me to 
Guide me to the room 
That my thoughts are in. 
 
As I write about my son 
I am opening the door to  
The bedroom of childish 
Words that describe the  
Beautiful boy. 
 
And the words for my 
Husband yeah they are  
Locked behind the door  
To our sultry, sexy bedroom 
That makes our love. 
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PIECE OF ART 
 
 You say she’s too fat 
or she’s too thin. 
 You say she’s too loud 
or she’s too quiet. 
 You say her butt’s too big 
or she has no butt. 
 Who are you to judge  
God’s work? 
 The complaints that you have, the flaws that 
you pick out well they  
are not flaws. They are God’s 
unique art work. So who 
are you to judge and 
criticize her. Who are you 
to complain. If you are really that unhappy why 
would you drag her down with you. No matter her flaws she  
is a beautiful piece of art 
waiting for the right collector. 
 
Ladies remember who you are  

TO PICK A FLOWER 
 
When a man picks the 
woman that he loves. He 
picks her like he would pick 
a flower. The most perfect one 
of them all. The petals of the 
flower are beautiful and rich in 
color. The leaves are flawless and 
full of detail. The stem is strong 
and bold. This flower is full of 
life.  This is how the perfect 
flower should look.  This is how 
you pick the perfect woman. 
You pick her like a flower 
only picking out the best most  
beautiful of all, settling for 
nothing less. So when you 
look for the woman that you 
love, you look for a flower. 
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MY CELL WINDOW 
 
Me, and my cell window are one? We are both locked up, in one place. I have spent months 
Looking out my cell window.  Where there is life all around. Without me.  
 
I see birds flying, jets, and clouds going by, sensing some form of freedom.  
 
I say to myself, someday I will be on the outside. When that day comes, I will walk by and 
wave to my cell window and say, thanks for the memories. And giving me a view to renew my 
life!  
 
I wish I could take my window and set it free. But, I know it is just part of a building we call 
jail. It is waiting for its next victory, to give him hope.  
 
So long, my cell window.  

I’M SHATTERED 
 
Shattered 
my blood has splattered 
my heart is everywhere 
I hurt inside 
I have no cries 
I wish it all to just disappear 
I'm shattered 
all over, inside and out 
 
I'm looking for love. 
What's life all about 
I'm shattered 
and scattered all over the place. 
 
You can look in my eyes 
but where is my face? 
I'm shattered 
and broke 
all over some dope 
and look where I live today. 
It's a f***ed up price to pay. 
I'm shattered and scattered 
and don't know what to do 
 
I wish I could find help through 
I'm shattered, scattered and  
internally battered. 
I'm shattered. 

I MISS . . . 
 
I miss the bright sky 
I miss watching the birds fly 
I miss riding blue 
I miss home and freedom  
I miss home and family too 
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ONCE UPON A TWILIGHT DREAM 
 
I start up towards the darkening heavens,  
towards the billions of stars visible in the night sky,  
And wonder, ever so curiously wonder, 
When things will be able to be thought of as normal again. 
 
When did things really go awry; all these months ago? 
I can’t make the results appear, but all I can do is wish upon a star.  
Still I look upon the stars, almost blankly while I ponder all of this;  
All by myself in this lonely mountain range. 
The only thing visible besides the stars, that I pay attention to 
Is the dim light from my cigarette.  
It continues to burn like time continues to waste away in the world, second by second. 
I still look ever so silently up towards what I call infinity. 
In the vain attempt at sorting out my mind, 
I only pose more questions for me to mull over in the dark under the stars. 
It seems like there never was a time where I could call things normal;  
all I can do is helplessly remember two things; from whence all of this started, 
and all of the memories from the days of yore. 
I still feel the embraces I received the precious(?) days, weeks, and years ago; 
I still feel soft lips against mine own; 
I still feel the heart beats against my chest; 
I still taste the tears off my cheeks.  
Time still continues to carry on, and the sun starts to rise. 
 
I open my eyes;  
It’s still at the dawn of midnight. 
I light another cigarette, and watch the heavens intently. 
All of that seems so long ago;  
Once upon a twilight dream.  
 
I put the cigarette out prematurely and fall back into the palms of the sandman; 
Just like the days of yore… 
 
I stare up towards the darkening heavens,  
towards the billions of stars visible in the midnight sky,  
and wonder, ever so curiously wonder, 
when things will be able to be thought of  
 as normal again… 

Lombardo 
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THE DEMON 
 
He once thought he was ok. 
He once was able to love, and be loved. 
He once was human, but God later decided otherwise. 
He now walks the desolate wastelands of earth and hell. 
He is always alone, accompanied only by his shadow. 
 
There are no stops for the wicked on this boulevard of hell. 
He pulls to the side, never slowing, rips out his Uzi, 
Finger on the trigger, about to end his own existence, 
When she came and took the gun from his head. 
 
He glares at the light cast from the sky where she descended. 
“What are you” he asked. 
“All that you’ll ever need,” she replies with a radiant smile painting her face. 
He wonders why she’s here, instead of where she once was. 
 
Why would she love something such as him: 
One that lives the life of a loner, a stoner? 
The strange fact he realizes is:  
He loves her. 
 
He can’t help but drop to his knees, while staring at her immense beauty. 
“Come with me. This is not the life you’re supposed to lead,” she tells the demon. 
He staggers to his feet, “yes,” he mutters, then runs into the arms of the angel. 
 
They lift into the heavens, leaving the demon’s lone boulevard.  
 
 
 

LEGACY 

This life’s a legacy which unfolds before our very eyes, though few of us seem to take notice, 
let alone heed, to hardly anything that it tells us. Many of us let many varied opportunities to 
take that notice or that heed, but take that time for granted and let time pass, ignoring 
what’s trying to be said.  
 
Though there are other forms of extrication out of this world temporarily, the only 
permanent solution to all of that is, inevitably, death. Though it seems so cruel and 
malevolent, merciless and gratuitous, relentless and unyielding; it’s a part of life; and even 
though it’s sometimes sooner than we would presume, it happens none-the-less. 
 
In our life, we jeopardize the future with the decisions we fabricate in our conscious minds. 
We can’t change the past, yes, but we can make decisions that metamorphose the future 
into something different. Everything does happen for a reason, but the future is 
interchangeable with a different outcome. We can desecrate the future, or turn it into gold; 
it’s up to us. Even if the choice seems minute, it affects the causation of the future.  
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DEATH ADDICTED 
 
Confusion…obscure, vague images coming into a distorted reality. Slowly, coming into 
consciousness in an Alien world. Tubes, needles, foreign objects being put in my arms. 
Black…only imperceptible sounds can and do enter my palsied, entranced, and stupefied 
subconscious. Time is like a mythological beast in this state of being. Even though I do fade in 
and out of reality, nothing is recognized as an inanimate object or otherwise. 
 
Fading in…and out, but still coming to. Monotonous overtones of some kind of monitor 
present, but unrecognized as reality. 
 
Footsteps…echoing through my skull, and they keep reverberating through my mind. I open 
my eyes, but they flutter because of the lights. Nurses rush towards me asking senseless 
questions.  
 
Pain…everywhere a dull, incessant pain that flows throughout my whole body, solely 
existing in my head. 
 
Black...fading back into the eternal and infinitesimal abyss I call my subconscious.  Still that 
noise continues to echo throughout my mind, kind of like some unreadable clock, keeping 
time continuously. 
 
Fading back…right back into the alien world that I somehow belong in. I can feel the pain, 
but not at the same magnitude as however long ago. 
 
Time…place. date; I know only that I am in a hospital , but who knows where?  
 
Amnesia…who the f*** am I? Why do I breathe, why? Setting in, taking total control of both 
my mind and body; I can’t. That phrase; I can’t. What does that even mean? I can’t? How? 
 
Remembrance…only few things can I really remember. I can’t; pulsating through me like 
blood, but in my somehow conscious mind. I am alive; I can. 
 
Stirring…trying to wake up but I still can’t. My body aches like I got stabbed in all of my 
pores. I start to open my eyes, but only lift them like a crescent moon. 
 
Light…I can start to make out figures. However blurry the objects are, I can tell which is 
human and  which is not. 
 
Confusion…I open my mouth but words won’t come out. Even still I’m conscious and awake. 
Even though barely. I look around at all of the electronic monitors in the room. All of the 
beeping and artificial sounds are almost overwhelming. 
 
Inches…so close to death, but by some divine intervention I eluded the famed Reaper once 
more; but will it be the last time I have to? I can’t. How?  
 
I can’t… 
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GOD’S MOTEL 
 
It is built, with steel and brick 
Some that come, are sometimes sick 
Broke the law, and now I pay 
Crossing days off, day by day 
Families visit, some by mail 
If you’re lucky, post a bail 
On my own, couldn’t quit the meth 
Subconsciously, I asked for death 
Had some fun, didn’t know the cost 
Some find God, tho’ He’s not lost 
Live in sin, it’s like a prison 
Gave His one son, now He’s risen 
I am grateful, my life was spared 
I love Jesus, I know God cares 
So as I write this, in my cell 
Don’t think my life, has gone to hell 
Enjoy your stay,  
 at God’s Hotel 
 —where they leave the lights on. 

I AM 
 
Worthy 
Child of God 
Purpose in life 
Wife 
Woman, sister, mother 
sister, niece, Grandmother 
Loyal, Honest, Humble 
Determined to Survive 

IN THE DARK 
 
I lived in the Dark for many years 
Wasting my life away, all because I 
Wanna get the next F****** high, I 
Never knew how bad it was till I f***** 
Fiends for it, it took me places I never 
Wanted to be, but I loved how it  
Cracks back in the pipe, the big 
Cloud it gives you, and how you can 
Feel unstoppable, and where the 
Mind takes you, f*** I just want  
To smoke dope again. Sorry, I 
Was addicted to crystal meth. 
 

Renee S. 
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SUNSHINE 
 
Good morning my sunshine how are you today!  
The birds are all bumpin’ on this Colorado day. 
You had me at “hello” and that’s a known fact  
There’s a bestest of bagels and a dew in my pack!  
It spoke to me softly with a psst that made me choke. 
Only to be followed with a sshhh that was no joke!   
We’ve been through a lot and fought for this day…  
We’re almost there love… 
Our sober getaway! 
 
 
 
 

GLORY DAYZ 
 
The crisp clean air Britas your lungs, 
And for once you feel that you’re back to being young, 
The glory dayz of riding the bus, 
Playing football with mom, 
And when angel kisses were made with pure love, 
Moving mountains with your mind, 
Leaving clouds in its path, 
Oh the good ol’ glory days… 
Yeah, the mountain air can do that. 

 
 
 
 

SHINE 
Don’t let it take you; it’s only a fee 
Can’t take my spirit 
I shine bright as can be 
Shake it all off 
Like leaves on a tree 
Can’t take my spirit 
I shine bright as can be 
Love her like crazy 
Can she believe 
Can’t take my spirit  
I shine bright as can be 
If I could only find a note  
maybe you would see 
That my light shines bright  
because of you baybee! 
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LITTLE EYES 
 
Little eyes so big and blue god if you only knew how much I miss you!  I wanna say I’m sorry 
for leaving like that “Dad” just knew it was better off like that  
 
My honey bear I love you with all that I am your name is forever imprinted on my skin 
Hopefully one day I can see that smile again; you know that one that can always make me 
grin!  And one day my princess I’ll beat box again and hopefully you’ll know that’s your key to 
jump in.  I’ll always be here don’t ever fret I love you Miss Lydia please don’t ever forget. 
 
Love, joy, firsts, honey bear, dance! 
 
 

FUNNY FARM 
 
Smush us together like a herd of sheep now, click, click, click mealtime oh wow! 
We wait at our windows like puppies at the mall “Come on; I’m starvin’ this isn’t a joke!”   
Coop us all up like chickens we cluck, blah, blah, blah we bicker and shove  
They walk back and forth with fury and force; when they flip at the end the papers go woosh! 
 
Tune into the boob tube right around 108;  
“med line” ladies go lay down and behave!   
10 windows long and you better not talk  
Quick call someone we’re an experiment and a joke.   
Come on step up, come look at the patch,  
we’re dressed like pumpkins out in this farmland of our pasts!   
 
The toll they pay we simply don’t know; but our meals still suffer!   
Even the hogs would say “No!”   
If you’re bearing a child; here take a milk  
cuz the turkey they feed us doesn’t stay down very well.   
 
If your eye hurts, your ear aches, you can’t poop, and are about to die the veterinarians are 
convinced it’s your dehydrated mind!  What will I do when I get out of here?  No one to turn 
on my nightlight and put me to bed at 10!  No one to steam instead of wash my clothes, or a 
supposed nurse to prescribe water as meds!  Trust and believe they coop us all up bahhh, 
nehhh, cluck, and shut up!  Don’t worry ladies we soon will be free from this funny fainting 
farm called LCDC!  
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FUTURE CHILD 
 
Mommy doesn’t want me to send this…but I just thought you should know I’m 
starting to move around and you can feel all my fingers and toes!  She says your name 
is Charles and that if I’m a boy I might get your name.  What kinda man is my daddy 
when you put my mommy through pain!  I feel her stress and worry and shouldn’t 
know what this is.  But I guess that’s what happens to babies…they feel all their 
mommy’s pain!  Daddy write a letter even if it’s to say “Goodbye.”  I don’t think 
mommy deserves to lay in bed and cry!  So like I said before mommy doesn’t know 
about this little note!  But I’m your future child whether you choose to stay or go! 
 
 

POETRY IS . . . 
 
A pen making love to paper!  Its sweet lips brush your ears making you blush while the 
chills take care of the rest. 
 
 

YOUNGIN’  
 
Yesterday is a history book just waiting to be read  
Only to be put up on a shelf for rainy days ahead  
Until your child bugs you to just please read one more  
Nurturing their needs you lovingly read 2 more  
Giving them 2 kisses on the forehead and soft lips  
Into somber dreams your baby’s now at bliss  
Now you’re heading to bed, a smile on your face  
Innocence is a thing only this youngin’ gets. 
 
 

MY FEET AKA SKIES 

These are my feet and they are quite big; I sometimes feel like they’re my own personal 
skies; Yes I know long and big, head down a double black diamond on my own 2 bigs!  
Feet are kinda funky with a 
capital “F” I find them very 
sexy when they’re contained 
by a sock set.  Only some 
people would laugh at this 
remark.  Yes I have skies and 
they’ve grown on my heart!  
They’ve prob smashed and 
walked on a few hearts as 
well…And should have 
hammered that goddamn 
nail.  These are my feet and I 
embrace them as they are my 
personal skies…And I love 
them at heart. 
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Your Cry 
 
Freedom is so far away 
But it could be the next day 
I heave and sigh 
Always wondering why  
  
I’m praying I won’t have any sorrow  
By tomorrow 
Hope for the best and expect the worst 
  
Damn man you sound cursed 
Waiting for that long black hearse 
With your hurt is a an everlasting lie  
And I hear your sorrowful cry 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

False Tries  
 
Your eyes and the stars  
That shed light upon my scars 
Scars from razor sharp claws 
As you over look my flaws 
 
I’m just another prisoner deep down inside 
While I commit my slow suicide 
I look around and see genocide 
I see the people run and hide 
 
I feel the strain  
As it wracks at my brain 
Leaves me motionless and in pain 
While I lay face down in the drain 
 
Mysterious Lies  
I hear the cries 
But yet I do not realize  
That they were all false tries 
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FLY 
 
Don’t forget to fly 
When the world pulls you down 
And you feel overwhelmed and broken 
When nothing in life seems to be going right… 
When you fall and feel that you can’t get back up… 
Find it within yourself and fight 
Get back up— 
Show the world you can— 
Hold your head high and show those haters you can fly… 
You can fly by and leave them in the dust… 
F*** what people think about you— 
Cuz deep down who are they to you— 
Just somebody that wishes they could fly too.   

 
 
 

LION’S MANE-KRIMPT 
 
Wild and crazy, full and free, 
Wear it down and just let it be, 
Gotta get the krimper hot 
And dare to call me something I’m not, 
Patience and time 
And you’ll look fine, 
I love how free it makes me, 
Krimp, krimp, krimp— 
Golden and crazy, 
I’m the leader of the jungle, 
Leo the Lion—hear me roar 

 

Renee S. 
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ROOM 7 
 
What goes on behind that door 
Only her and I know, 
That’s where I’m safe to let the tears flow, 
She knows my deepest darkest secrets 
And my most frightening fears 
No matter what I tell her after the light goes out 
The love she has grows stronger, 
She is my bestie, I trust her with everything, 
You may be jealous of what we have in room 7 
And that’s ok with us 
Even when we get outta here 
In her I can always trust 
The love we have in room 7 
Will always be— 
Even after we’re both in heaven. 
 

 
 
WHAT YOU SAID 
 
I wanna spend forever with you, 
I love you more each day, 
I wanna start a family with you, 
I love our white life, 
No matter what I’ll hold you down, 
I’ll be here till the wheels fall off, 
Sabrina Momma I Love You, 
I ain’t goin’ anywhere, 
And now when I need you most, 
 
 
 
You stop writing, 
You just up and disappear, 
And each day that passes— 
Our baby grows, 
And I think about what you said— 
Now always remember what I’m about  
 to say— 
GOODBYE, you’ll miss us when we’re gone. 
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GOTHIC POEM 
 
Ever feel the blade of a cold steel knife? 
Sliding across your wrist in the middle of the night, 
tired, lonely, and ready to end your life. 
Only to realize things just aren’t right. 
I know how you feel, 
I understand your pain, 
I’d say it’d be ok, 
but then I’d be insane, 
Dying slowly can be so much pain, 
but dying quickly is just an escape. 
How do you wanna do this? 
Let me know now, 
because in the end I still won’t see you around, 
Do you wanna say goodbye? 
Or even just goodnight? 
because either way you’re leaving this life. 
 
 

 

SMILE NOW 
 
Smile now 
and laugh out loud. 
Shout and cry 
but don’t ask why. 
Everything you do 
is something new. 
You think it’s all fake 
but don’t listen to those who hate. 
Because you are you 
and you create your fate. 

 
 
 
 

MY DREAMS AND YOU 
 
My dreams are dark and scary, 
But then they’re nice and sweet 
I swear I’d be lost if you weren’t in any of them 
Every dream I have, we always start off fighting, 
And towards the end, we fall in love, 
Once again united. 

Renee S. 
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THE DAY I DIE 
 
The day I die, 
This is no lie, 
I won’t get the time to say, 
How much I truly love you, 
In each and every way. 
You made me laugh, you made me cry, 
And sometimes you even made me try. 
But all in all, you’re still the best, 
I hope this day never ends. 
So on the day I die, I won’t say bye, 
Cuz I’ll hopefully see you again. 
 
 

LIFE IS HELL 
 
Death is dark. 
Life is hell. 
Now take the knife and end it now. 
Now take back my word and look upon your life, 
your family, your friends, and even your wife. 
They needed you then and they need you now, 
so show them you care and stick around. 
Now open the window and let the sun pour down, 
because to them, you’re still the one they need around. 
 
 
 

DEATH BED 
 
If I was laying on my death bed 
Would you cry, 
Would you stay by my side and try to save my life, 
Would you lie through your teeth and say it’d be alright. 
Or would you tell me the truth and say I’m gonna die. 
Would you tell me you love me,  
Or would you say it was a mistake, 
Would you sit and hold my hand, 
Or just get up and walk away, 
I really wanna know, 
I’m dying to see 
If being with you is where I’m meant to be, 
I really wanna know, 
I’m dying to see, 
Cause if we’re not meant to be, 
I’ll just say goodbye, get my stuff, and leave. 
 
 
 

RUNNING SCARED 
 
Evil thoughts 
Deadly plots 
All things that make you scream. 
Running scared 
Filled with terror 
Afraid to go to sleep. 
Big sharp blades 
With bloody maids 
Running through the streets, 
Now shut your doors extra tight 
And lock them up just right 
Cuz if you don’t 
This is no joke 
They’ll get you in the night 
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WHY IS IT? 
 
I sit in my cell alone in silence. 
Wondering why I put the ones I love aside. 
Hurting them dearly and making them cry. 
 
Why do I pull myself away from the ones who already know the devil’s game. 
Is it cause I don’t wanna know the truth or face the fact I ain’t like you. 
Or is it a fact.  I am ashamed cause I am not loved by you. 
Pushed aside always last never asked are you alright. 
 
Who even cares if I live or if I die. 
 
That’s how I feel alone inside. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BLACK AND BLUE 
 
    Black and Blue beat me till 
I am numb! 
 
    Damn you look so damn  
dumb. 
 
    Do you feel hard cause you 
put hand on me. 
 
    you “say” you love me 
 
 at the same time 
    you punch me. 
 
 F*** you. you stupid 
  A**. I will 
    never be like you! 

STILL I 
 
Still I am in love 
 even after you broke our trust. 
 
Still I choose to work on us. 
 no matter how rough it  
gets. 
 
Still I wait for the day 
to come where I will be back  
in your arms. 
 
Still I have hope within that 
they let you come home. 
 with me and the kids. 
 
Still I stand alone. Alone 
just me and our kids. 
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FEAR 
 
fear of my mom’s yelling 
fear of my bruises swelling 
fear of me changing 
fear if bros are cut while bangin 
fear I’ll get caught slanging 
fear someone owes me and doesn’t give me payment. 
fear I’ll crash the whip at high speed 
fear I start smoking shirm instead of weed 
fear I shoot someone threatening me 
fear I’ll spend $10,000 on candy 
fear I will go to the hood and get jumped 
fear that niggas that don’t like me get me dumped 
fear the pigs say don’t move and I jump 
fear my brother looks at me like a chump 
fear my little son won’t know me 
fear I do good and the bloc disowns me 
fear to do good cuz I get looked at like I’m stupid 
fear I get too caught up in the community, revolution, in, 
progress, movement. 

US 
 
Has the world turned on yet? 
Are we all still busy just waiting. 
Waiting for the countdown. 
To start up. 
Start moving 
And bending 
But never folding. 
Holding fire in the pit of our very being. 
You can never stop this. 
It may be harder to start it. 
We were only born this way. 
With eyes for ears  
And hunger. 
All the hunger our hearts were formed with. 
But that’s what drives us. 
Wild. 
Woven. 
Through time, 
We float 
Imagining that time is real. 
But it’s us 
We. 
You and me, that’s what’s real. 

RIVERA 
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PEACE AND PIECES 
 
My cherished friend, 
my loving travesty... 
Memories of fawning and laughing happily... 
Time that never will I forget... 
Sad and angry still, 
for the day you pained my chest... 
Tears I hold for you, 
deep and down inside... 
Tears I will never show, 
in no one they will confide... 
Friends they come and go, 
as common as a rose by the dozen... 
You, my friend of friends, 
I remember how you loved them... 
Always side by side 
in each other’s care... 
A friend of which to no other 
could ever compare... 
Often is when I think of you, 
having not the will or words to voice 
any brand of goodbye... 
I feel as though to do so, 
would break my will to survive... 
(you, 
my friend of friends, 
are amiss), 
more than my words could ever make 
anyone know... 
If ever anyone asks, 
I have not the years to show... 
In truth, 
this feeling in me never ceases... 
In misery, 
as you move on without me in Peace... 
Here, 
I shall ever rest in the Pieces... 

THE STRUGGLE 
 
Heart swings low this day… 
Low as six feet under… 
Romance and intimacy—Regret… 
Happiness and Splendor—Fondness... 
Heart a vortex empty of a thousand  
beautiful Oblivions… 
Mind a steel trap moreover, 
Jaded lucidness… 
Mind’s keen clutch to good sense, 
Choking the heart out in its attempt… 
Heart’s visceral experience of life, 
Overruling cognizance exempt… 
Ever the chaos of quarrel 
between head and chest… 
Cerebral rationings, 
Heartened Sentiments, 
Eternal Struggle, 
Life’s test… Suave heart, Mind Shrewd, 
Grasp of realization artfully subdued… 
Treacherous is the heart in dark blunder…. 
Betrayal in the mind’s blight of a 
heart asunder… 
Mind’s watchful scowl as the heart  
springs bloom… 
Lovely essence of life, 
Matters of the heart and  
wisdoms too… 
I baste and smile in the delight 
of knowing I am unbeknownst of  
what I am To do… 

SIX SILENT TEARS 
 
The first tear falls at visions of her angelic face... 
The second tear streams at my yearning for her warm embrace... 
The third tear runs as no surprise at my dreaming of her deep shadow of brown eyes... 
The fourth tear came for no reason at all,  
 except for the sound of her voice of goodbye when I call... 
The fifth tear just came rolling, for instead of a pillow it should be her that I’m holding... 
In my silent lucidity I realize, loving her was my ardent fear  
 and there just fell my sixth silent tear... 
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OBITUARY 
 
Mark A. 
Born: August 21 
Died: October 31, 2011 
 
 A 35 yr. old poet and writer... 
 
 Survived by Mark A. Sr. and Barbara Rael, his two parents, and his four brothers 
Samuel Timothy Rael, Cedric Rael, Aaron Sol-Rael and David Dale Matthew Anderson... All of 
whom and many more he came to cherish while living a life of unconditional loving 
kindness...  
 
 Just like his stature so was his life--short and very sweet.  He was a gregarious man 
always with his smile and his heart larger than life, arms wide open to offer forgiveness, to 
lend a hand, to comfort and listen, to give a hug.  
 
 A hopeless romantic in all of his affairs, affecting known and unknown alike as the 
tie that binds...never a cold shoulder but solace in trying times... 
 
 He died imprisoned and alone in a window staring out at the purity of a snow’s 
pristinity... 
 
 He once wrote, “Funny the way death is merely a measure of how few years and 
not the joys and the pains of the scars of the life lived or the ardent quality of what that life 
had to give or receive...” 
 
 Love grows and love dies... 
 
 There is no need for the tears of your cries... 
 
 Trust, love, give, hope... 
 
 Trust everyone in spite of... 
 Love all in spite of... 
 Give your best in spite of... 
 Hope... 
 

Lombardo 
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WINDOW PAIN 
 
As I look outside my window, 
It reminds me of my loss, 
The things I took for granted, 
The outcomes and the costs. 
 
Everyone seems happy, 
But still I am so sad, 
Looking out my window now, 
At the things that I once had. 
 
I see the cars all passing, 
And the people walking by, 
Why can’t I be one of them? 
If only I had tried. 
 
I thought I knew all too well, 
The way that life should be, 
But looking out this window now, 
How wrong I was you see. 
 
Now looking in instead of out, 
At the things that I must change, 
If I ever want a life beyond, 
Beyond this window pain… 
 
 

MY SAVIOR’S HANDS 
 
My savior’s hands are gentle 
They help me if I’m down 
They’ll lift me if I’ve fallen 
And place me back on solid ground. 
 
They guide me through this life on Earth 
And have for many years 
And when I’m sad my savior’s hands 
Will wipe away my tears. 
 
And if I ever go astray 
They’ll gently pull me back 
For when I’m in my savior’s hands 
There’s nothing I shall lack. 
 
And when my life has come and gone 
Together hand in hand 
They’ll lead me gently from this world 
Into the promised land. 

TIME WILL HEAL 
 
Time will heal most broken hearts, 
For some time I must be gone, 
I hope you never blame yourself, 
‘Cause I was in the wrong. 
 
I hope you know I’m sorry, 
And that “I do” still care, 
I hope that you’ll forgive me, 
For me not being there. 
 
I never meant to hurt you, 
Or leave you left this way, 
I hope that you still love me, 
On bended knees I pray. 
 
But I’m changing for the better, 
And one day you will see, 
That broken hearts can’t bind us, 
Where love has set us free… 
 
 

A LIFE I NEVER KNEW 
 
For as long as I remember 
Life said I was no good, 
Life said I’d never make it, 
In life as if I should. 
 
Life told me I was worthless, 
Said I never would succeed, 
And if I made it through this life,  
That nothing in life I’d be. 
 
But because I believed in life so much, 
It had the power to control,  
The feelings and the thoughts I had, 
As life will do you know. 
 
So one day when I was all alone, 
Life had me down you see, 
And the hardest thing life made me do, 
Was take my life from me. 
 
No longer here, but life goes on; 
Don’t let it fool you too, 
Cause you can live a life of joy, 
A life I never knew… 
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UNHOOKED 
 
I feel like breaking down 
My heart is beating loud 
My eyes are pouring like rain 
I can’t hold back this pain 
 
My tears hit my chest like bullets 
Some day i will heal to the fullest 
I feel like i’m slippin’ 
But i know my mind is just trippin’ 
 
My hands are getting sweaty 
My body is trembling 
My insane brain is racing 
Its cuz i don’t know what i’m facing 
 
I keep lookin’ for a sign 
As i look at the sky 
I think to myself why 
 
Is life this hard? 
Or am i just stressin’ afar 
I shouldn’t have listened to that voice 
Cuz now i have made my choice 
 
Never thought about the consequences 
Now i’m on the inside of these fences 
I made my life a struggle 
So i turned to my new lover 
 
This powder 
This mellow, yellow Blow 
I let it in ’n’ let it flow 
She made me flip 

But yet i loved the trip 
 
I always had my cure 
Felt great to make everything a blur 
Didn’t have a worry 
Never had to hurry 
 
It was a trap 
It made my life a rap 
Yet i loved feelin’ like a feather 
In this really f***ed up weather 
 
When will i get it together? 
As i get older 
I feel way colder 
Bolder  
Lonelier 
I don’t feel human 
This is a big-ass confusion 
Gots me on one fusion 
But one day the fuse will go out 
I’ll be able to reach out proud 
N scream out loud 
“Witch, you can leave 
It’s time to set me free.” 
No more hocus-pocus 
Time for me to focus  
Time for me to dream 
Time for me to STOP 
N not be that FEEN… 

WINDS OF CHANGE 
 
I often sit and think of you 
And all the pain I put you through, 
The things I said when I was mad 
I hope you know I feel so bad. 
 
It hurts so much to be away 
And deep inside I hope you’ll stay, 
I never meant to hurt you so, 
I hope you know I love you though. 

 
And no matter what they put me through, 
They’ll never take my love for you, 
‘Cause in my heart is where it stays, 
Always free and never caged. 
 
And someday they’ll have to set me free 
‘Cause who can cage a bird like me? 
The Winds of Change won’t pass me by, 
And with your love away I’ll fly... 
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TORN APART 
 
Why don’t they want me here 
I haven’t caused any fear 
Yes I have committed a crime 
But yet i’ve done my time 
I don’t want to be pushed away 
Yet I know they can take me any day 
They give me no choice 
I will make it known 
I do have a voice 
They tear families apart 
Yet they don’t realize we came from the 
start 
They make families cry 
Not realizing most of them die 
most lost like never found tokens 
It makes families’ hearts broken 
It is a big discrimination 
We need to make it known to the Nation 
more tears fall from our eyes 
Than water falls from the blue skies 
When will we be left alone 
In prayers we can make this our home 
only the Lord knows 
If there is any hope 
I have plenty of faith 
One day this will all go away 

RUNNING BLIND 
 
Running blind 
Through a fog, heavy 
And thick with the weight 
Of addiction. 
 
Can anyone else 
See this veil of fog 
Or is it only in my own mind? 
 
Is this fog so thick 
That I no longer see even me? 
 
Is it fog or the smoke 
From my little glass pipe? 
 
I refuse to see 
 
Either way, I'm running blind 
Until I cease to be. 

Her Eyes Are Sad 
 
Well, here I am inside these four walls  
lying alone thinking of her. 
Wondering why I continue to do this to her.   
Wow, I think it's not me,  
it's what the devil names METH.  
But I ask myself why? 
She does not deserve this 
She,  my child.   
Will I ever wake up and realize  
or will it be too late now  
when she's 8 or when she's 18 and gone from my life  
Or I'm dead and gone from her  
soon and never 
see her brown eyes again  

Renee S. 
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LIL’ BIT 
 
Your glow, your light, your passion, your eyes…you get to me in places no one has gone 
before.  When you walk in a room you turn heads, not just cuz of your looks, but the amazing 
energy you bring with you.  Never before have I looked at someone in the eyes and had my 
breath escape me.  Never before has someone said my name and released a thousand 
butterflies in the pit of my stomach.  Never has someone been looking at me from across the 
room and the energy between us, literally makes me turn my head their way…was it meant 
to be, meant to meet?  Meant to stay?  Meant to go?  How will I know if it’s me you miss, my 
touch, my kiss…I think I love you. 

THOUGHTS 
 
Laying here thinking about my family. 
Asking myself  
“How could you have caused them  
so much pain?”  
 
My husband, 3 daughters and my son…
while I’m sitting in jail; 
 They are out there struggling.  
As I lay here holding my unborn child I 
think to myself . . . 
 
“This will be my last visit to jail.” 

SMILE 
 
My smile I can’t control 
 
My emotions overflow 
 eyes locked desperately 
 unable to look away 
 
He’s what I’ve been searching for 

WHAT WOULD YOU BE? 
 
I would be a Duck.  Ducks have all the modes of transportation.  A duck can walk on land; a 
duck can fly; ducks can swim on the water and under the water.  Ducks don’t get cold 
because they have flubber under their feathers.  Even though ducks don’t get cold they still 
fly south for the winter.  Because why the hell not.  A duck does what a duck wants. 
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WHO IS SHE? 
 
Who is she? 
She brings out another being within you. 
She makes you turn your back on the people that truly care. 
She makes you run-a-muck, and not give a f***. 
She makes your mind race. 
She makes you lose days of sleep. 
She gives you a false sense of love. 

TIGHLAR B. 
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IT’S NOT ME 
 
It’s not me. 
How could it be? 
I would never put those chemicals in my body. 
But look at me now, driving to the dope house, and I call shotty. 
So in all reality I’m doing everything I promised myself I wouldn’t. 
So is it me? Because I know if I try to stop I couldn’t. 
I constantly wonder the next meal I will eat. 
Or the next time I will sleep. 
Come on now, I never wanted that, why can’t I take it back? 
The last thing I thought I would be doing is smoking crack. 
The old me is slowly starting to come to sight. 
The sad part is I’ll always be an addict, right? 
Moral of the story is, don’t let that monster in your closet. 
You will never be the same, and you’ll 
always know who caused it. 

She lets you steal from your friends. 
She burns holes in your brain. 
She allows you to run your life straight to hell. 
She has every bit of power and control over you. 
Now, who could do such terrible things to someone you might ask… 
She goes by Crystal. 
Last name Meth. 
 
 

1:41 
 
I look at the clock, its 1:41 
I know thinking of you will never be done 
You race through my mind 
Occupy all my time 
You knew I was down, when you pulled me in 
At that point, I couldn’t see the monster within 
Being in your arms was my second home 
I soon realized maybe this is somewhere I shouldn’t roam 
But I didn’t care, you know how to spit your game 
You told me you loved me, you gave me that fame 
Now knowing you lied straight to my face 
I was climbing that mountain, and you changed my pace 
What do I do now, knowing it was all fake 
It’s hard to forgive you, even though you say it was a mistake 
Maybe I’m the one mistaking 
I pretty much gave you my life for the taking 
I just want everything with you to be through 
I look back at the clock, its 1:42 
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I HAVE BEEN HER KIND 
 
A woman like that is misunderstood, 
I have been her kind… 
 
The woman hidden in the shadows at the back of the room.  Hoping no one will see her. 
 
The woman silently screaming from within, not wanting to be noticed but praying someone 
will hear her. 
I have been her kind… 
 
The woman pushing people away when all she really wants is to pull them close. 
 
Silently screaming, crying, dying of loneliness, broken-hearted, scared and alone. 
I have been her kind… 
 
The woman, all she wants more than anything is to be held and loved and accepted, as she 
tells everyone to “GO AWAY” and leave her alone.  She watches as they go, she stares, 
wiping the tears, silently screaming…wait, no, come back, don’t go, but nobody hears, 
nobody comes… 
 
A woman like that is misunderstood. 
 
I AM her kind. 
 
 

THE END 
 
In a place so peaceful and quiet, as the sun comes up at dawn, I am surrounded by majestic 
mountains.  The air is cool, crisp and damp.  I can tell it's going to be a gorgeous day.  As it 
gets lighter, a world of beauty swallows me whole.  I'm breathless.  The birds are singing, 
coyotes howling from afar.  Clear blue-green water, not a fish in sight.  So peaceful, calm and 
beautiful 
 
I came here hoping to feel better, hoping to feel something . . . something that gives my 
heart a break.  I packed up for this retreat, this time to be alone.  Everything is so peaceful 
here.  Me against the world, me with my shorts and striped shirt, sticking out like a sore 
thumb.  Maybe I don't belong here.  Maybe I was wrong. A city girl out here all alone, sad and 
broken.  Out here where I thought all my troubles would go away.  Maybe I'm making a 
mistake, maybe I should go home. 
 
No, I came here for a reason, for a purpose.  I came here to put an end to the pain.  After 
today, no one will be able to hurt me.  Most of all I won't be able to hurt anyone ever again.  
No more disappointments, no more tears.  In the end, I will have courage to take control of 
my life, or even better, take control of my death, my escape from all the pain. 
 
The time has come.  It's now or never.  Breathe, just breathe and do what you came here to 
do.   
 

And she reaches for the bottle of pills . . . 
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“BREAK ON THROUGH TO THE OTHER SIDE” 
 
This makes me think not of jail, which is what you or others might think I would think of. It 
makes me think of breaking free from my life as an active addict. Breaking though all these 
years of self inflicted torture. All the pain, all the suffering, the pain, the years of loneliness 
and depression. Somehow there has to come a moment when I can break through the cycle 
and be somewhat free, free from myself, and my choices which are almost always the wrong 
choices. Ugh…..Ugh…..Ugh…..My hand is hurting like my heart has hurt for so long. My 
heart is craving, wanting, searching for more joy. It has to have it. Freedom has to be out 
there…… 
 
SOMEWHERE! 
 
 

 

AGAIN 
 
Starting from scratch 
Excitement 
New Beginnings 
A sense of dread 
Not Again, 
I can’t…… 
I don’t want to 
Tired, frightened, uncertain, 
All feelings 
All emotions 
All lessons 
Clear the way to the heart 
Make a decision 
AGAIN…… 

 
 

 

IF I HAD A MILLION DOLLARS 
 
If I had a million dollars I will bail all us girls on the WBB side out of jail. 
If I had a million dollars I would give it to the kids in Haiti. 
If I had a million dollars I would buy my own land. 
If I had a million dollars I would get all the mothers who sell their bodies off the streets. 
If I had a million dollars no kid would ever go hungry again. 
And that’s what I would do if I had a million dollars. 

AARON 
 
Aaron my sweet love, 
Oh how I crave your warm touch 
I long for your arms 
To wrap me in your embrace 
Nowhere else do I feel safe 
 
Oh, Aaron my love 
Lips to lips and soul to soul 
Always takes away… 
Any pain I’ll ever see 
Without you there is no me 
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APOCALYPSE 
 
It was a cold November morning. It had snowed all night. There was 16-18” of snow on the 
ground. I made a pot of coffee. Fixed breakfast. Ham, eggs, hash browns, and toast. As I sat 
there eating and having my coffee, deciding on what to do for the day, there was a bright 
flash like the flash on a camera. It lit up everything for as far as a person could see. When the 
spots cleared from my eyes and I could see again, I found my phone and called the neighbor 
to see if they had also seen the flash.  
 
Jim and Kathy said they hadn’t seen it. That they had just gotten up. I asked them to let me 
know if they heard anything about the flash. Jim said, “Will do. Talk to you later. Bye.” I 
finished my coffee. Put my dishes in the sink. Put my coat and gloves on and went outside to 
start shoveling snow off the deck and 
walks. That’s when I noticed shadows, 
light shadows burnt into the side of the 
house. I did not know what the flash 
was or what caused it, but it had to be very intense to burn shadows into the side of the 
house. As I started to shovel, I noticed the snow was packed dense, hard to shovel but kept 
on going till the deck and walks were clear. At the time I hadn’t noticed there was no wild life 
present. Just one of the things a person takes for granted.  
 
Went on about my day, had lunch about 1:00, went back out to the shop and continued my 
work. Worked till around 10:00 PM, had a bite to eat, went to bed. Got up around 4:00-4:30 
AM, made coffee, showered, fixed breakfast, watched the sun come up. It looked very 
strange, gray haze, fine silt all over everything. The smell. Like burnt wood, grass, trash, flesh.  
 
I knew that something was terribly wrong. Jumped in my Blazer and headed down off the 
mountain towards town. The closer I got to town the denser the silt in the air was. 10-15 miles 
from town the Blazer quit. I wrapped a scarf around my nose and mouth and started out for 
town. The closer I got to town the silt was even denser. The air was extremely hot. I had 
made it about 8 miles. By the time my breathing was labored, I was so tired. My heart 
pounding like a sledgehammer hitting rock. So I sat down to rest for just a little while. 
 
The End 

I knew that something was terribly 
wrong . . . 

Renee S. 
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MS.—TAKES 
 
Ms. – Takes 
Alias Ms. – Ery 
She lives in – no – sense 
The beasts numb – her 
Holding out for her cruise – to – fix 
She knows men – tell 
Tell her his – story 
The mess – high – again 
Poor – traits of her 
Damn – aged woman 
An addiction marred – her 
 
 

MIRROR TANKA 
 
No place to hide when 
She can’t look you in the eye 
She tries to save face 
Hide behind more excuses 
To each her own pack of lies 
 
 

“FOUND” IN ANN SEXTON 
 
Gone, possessed. 
Braver evil. 
By light, 
Lonely, 
Out of mind. 
 
Found caves, 
Carvings innumerable 
Worms, leaves 
Whining 
Disaligned 
 
Waved arms, 
Learning survivor 
Flames bite, 
Crack, 
Wheels wind. 
 
Misunderstood, 
Not afraid to die 
I have seen her, been her, killed her. 
A woman like that 
I've given birth to. 
Her, and all her kind. 

NOTHING SACRED 
 
She glares 
Hand on her hip 
The antichristess 
So entitled 
To her annoyance  
At the small 
 
Sociopath, Remorseless 
Immaculate deception 
How dare anyone 
But her 
Even breath 
  
Can’t you see 
The cross she bears 
Someone else’s 
Hands and feet  
Still nailed  
To it. 
 
 

L.C.D.C. COMMUNION 
 
White cheddar 
Cheez-It Jesus 
GET YOUR OWN 
Body of Christ 
 
 

WBB 
 
Here the monsters are real 
And they don’t hide in shadows 
They sit across from you at dinner 
Look back at you in mirrors 
Blackness spews from their mouths 
Their words wrap tight around 
The throats of my thoughts. 
Choking the life out of my mind 
Slobbering, slack-jawed zombies 
Gnashing, razor-toothed, vampires 
Egomanical laughter, precedes  
Psychopathic swagger. 
A tempest of posturing lives 
Deviants, corruptions, users, abusers, killers 
Night comes, doors slam, lights flicker and    
      are gone. 
Locked in this cell, I am safe at last. 
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I WILL CHANGE 
 
In many ways time and time again, you’ve heard these words before I will change, I learned 
my lesson, I’ll never do this again.  It’s almost ridiculous in Larimer County to say that out 
loud.  Sad, but true.  It’s been (4) days in County Jail, (my first time here), I’ve seen horror, 
heard horrible stories in therapy, and felt alone and unwanted.  But being faced with such 
truth, thoughts and upclose-ness to your self has put a lot in view for me.  Especially being 
sober for the first time in over a year. 
 I am not made to be an 
inmate.  God did not choose this life for 
me.  Too many years of education, 
laughter, family and good choices have 
brought me too far to lay down and die.  
I’m too brilliant, smart, funny and love 
people too much to live in a cell.  I can 
bring much more to my community than I have, give myself a better life and my family a 
better future than I’ve allowed.  My sorrows and faults have stemmed with meth.  It’s an 
epidemic in Larimer County.  True and very much affecting most youth and young adults that 
reside here. 
 I learned I can and will bring to my community a new fresh outlook on children 
struggling with addiction to meth.  It’s a huge problem that’s pushed aside or ignored here 
far too much.  In my pod there ‘s 24 of us—22½ are addicted to meth, the ½ is an unborn 
child.  My goal is simple.  I can promise myself, my family and my neighbors one thing.  I am 
going to try to change and convince one child per month the effects and trauma meth will 
promise them.  I’d love to be able to talk to middle schoolers, even high schoolers.  I think 
drug education should be drug treatment mandatory class for kids.  I will be upright and 
honest with my daughter on the impact it’s caused me and her from an early age.  Also, I will 
write my legislatives begging them to treat our epidemic here not imprison it over and over.  
Too little is being done and a lot of our population is affected.  I know at least 65% of our 
crime is meth related.  About 80% has used or is currently addicted to meth.  Almost everyone 
here you meet has been imprisoned for it or at least tried it once. 
 My closing thoughts are—It’s scary to know that I’ve lived many places, tried every 
drug once, but nothing has changed my character so badly in a flicker of an eye like meth.  
For me to have lost a home, fiancé, nursing career, but most important, my child in less than 
2 years is horrendous but amazing. 
 The odds of me leaving this place and put forth those promises on paper are not 
high or expected.  Me learning such a lesson is practically unheard of here in Larimer County.  
For many reasons as this, but #1 mainly for myself, I will conquer the madness turnstile 
behavior that’s commonly played here before. 
 I will follow on this promise to my fellow citizens.  I am worth more, I want to teach 
and educate a better life for my child and in return hope prisoners get more treatment rather 
than time. 

The odds of me leaving this place 
and put forth those promises on 
paper are not high or expected.  
Me learning such a lesson is 
practically unheard of ... 
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FAIRY NIGHTMARES 
 
What exactly is happily ever after? 
It’s Snow White on a mission,  
With her seven little dwarves. 
Cinderella twirling in her  
Brand new ballroom gown. 
While Rapunzel fell from her  
Tower, laughing and tangled 
In her spun gold hair. 
It’s Hansel and Gretel eating 
That poor woman’s house, 
Goldilocks choking on her porridge, 
While lil bear saves her life. 
Snow White getting even, 
Shoving that apple down the  
Witch’s throat. With Peter Pan  
And Wendy stealing all those 
Goods and keeping them, 
Winnie the Pooh finally grows  
An allergy to his precious 
Honey, and Dorothy falls in 
Love with the Cowardly Lion 
And the Wicked Witch from the  
East gets BBQed by her lil monkeys. 
Little orphan Annie kicks Daddy 
Warbucks right in the bleep. And  
Let’s not forget poor little Nemo never 
Finding home but selling Dory and 
Living happily ever after. 
 
 
 

HIDING IN MY SPOT 
 
It’s everything I imagine 
It’s nowhere to go. 
Glittery and quiet 
Warm with a glow. 
I feel beautiful and calm 
Not a worry or a care. 
Always know what I want to wear. 
It’s my place I call my own, 
I’ll make it what I need. 
It’s my place anytime, 
Overtaken with my greed. 
Just Breathe 
 

SIX WORD MEMOIR 
Born Tomorrow Mistakes Erased Creative Genius 

MOM 
 
I’m sorry my child 
What did you do wrong? 
Come dear, I mean it 
What did she mean? 
She’ll be alright 
I’m hurt and not ok 
I’m so proud of her 
I feel so ashamed 
I taught her everything I know 
She left me all alone 
I love her so much 
I hate her and it hurts. 
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PEACE IN MY HEART 
 
You are my dream, my love and my memory 
So much has happened, so little left behind. 
You taught me patience and laughter 
Broke the cycle, you beat ever after. 
I was your Bonnie, damn Ric you were my Clyde 
An unstoppable sickness as two worlds collide 
Pain, suffer and sorrow it’s what’s left behind. 
Together someday, together again 
In my heart it’ll remain where it all began 
You loved my child, yes she asks of you still 
An angel of hers, watch over her I know that you will. 
You’ll be remembered in my heart and others 
But one thing for sure I continually know  
F***…I’ll always love you sideshow. 

PRISONERS 
 

Powerful Preachers 

Righteous Respectful Rambunctious  

Irritable and Insane 

Sexy and Silly Speedmacs 

Opinionated Oldskool 

Naughty and Nice 

Edgy and Evil 

Rowdy Role Models 

Sicka** Schizophrenics 

 
Please  
Re-snap  
In  
Seatbelt  
Or  
Never  
Ever  
Return  
Sane 

Renee S. 
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PERFECT FRIEND 
 
Snap your fingers wiggle your nose 
Stir ‘em up together—in and out here you go. 
 
Sugar and spice all together 
Not so nice— 
Smiles and tears, secrets and 
Fears—prison gates—Heaven’s  
Stakes, holding hands, hugs and 
Kisses—f*** that  
With a punch in the face 
 
Rings and roses, with all 
Of the poses rover that pushes 
Sending someone someone  
Abruptly over 
Dreams and catchers, stars and moons 
Fairytale nightmares glory with doom 
Tuesday and Wednesday at school 
 
Are we 
Saturday and Sunday roughed up 
She and he. 
 
Through the years you learn and  
Grow 
Changing sucks but then at least  
You know 
 
It’s hard to determine what 
The best thing to be 
When placing your order 
For a perfect friend for me. 

WHEN THE KNOCK NEVER CAME / AGAIN 
 
Falling.  Too weak to hold you up.  Head slamming on floor.  HELP.  HELP.  Ambulance out the 
windows.  How did it get there?  Glass lid.  No mirror.  Where is damn mirror.  CPR—nothing.  
Moving furniture.  Items flying.  Who cares.  Where did ambulance come from.  Just 
appeared!  Hurry.  Hurry.  Breathe.  Please.  Breathe.  Put dog in bathroom.  Leave in home 
alone.  Hurry.  Like cattle in hall.  Thump.  Thump.to.  ER. And some->ICU.  No motion.  No life.  
Big family.  Does so and so know?  No breathe ever again.  The knock will never, ever come. 
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EXHAUSTED 
 
Exhausted from probation 
Exhausted from emotion regulation 
Exhausted from my thoughts 
Exhausted from days 
Exhausted even from night 
Exhausted from a hard workout 
Exhausted from all the stress 
Exhausted from trying 
Exhausted from failing 
Exhausted from fighting 
Exhausted from caring 
Exhausted from fun times 
But most of all I am exhausted from the 
normal ways of human life 
 
Have I said that? 
 
 
 

COURAGE 
 
Courage can be great unless you use it for wrong. 
 
Many have courage to change the things they can’t, 
few have courage to change the things they can. 
 
One of the main reasons behind this 
is people are scared to change their lifestyles. 
 
To them it’s life changing the pattern of the moon’s orbit, 
it’s almost impossible to do so, 
the moon will come up and it will go down every day and every night, 
without making no sound. 
 
Now compare that to your life, 
you will always get up, and always lie down. 
 
Maybe you will go get coffee,  
maybe you will get juice every morning 
go to work in the afternoon,  
then soon you will be back lying down. 
 
What if you had to change that orbit of your day? 
how would you do such a thing, 
and change your patterns, 
and habits to a whole different cycle. 
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A BROTHERHOOD 
 
A brotherhood is a lot like a squad of soldiers 
Never leaving each other’s side,  
And always there when a brother needs a shoulder. 
 
They will stand and fight against the meanest demons  
that try to break their brotherhood  
and leave each one alone and meaningless. 
 
It’s almost impossible to get in between a strong brotherhood;  
imagine getting in between a pack of wolves 
that are hungry and ready to devour anything that comes. 
 
With no hesitation, no fear,  
they will battle the worst battles,  
and still be strong, and very much be here. 
 
 
 

BOUNCE 
 
Some days I’m at the breaking point 
like glass falling from 100 stories, 
no hope in it surviving the fall. 
 
But what if it could harden its core? 
And have foam surround its outer layer? 
 
Maybe then it can withstand the fall 
and absorb the strength to not break, 
and be ready for the next great descent. 
 
And bounce back up once again. 

 
 
 

FEARLESSNESS 
 
Millions of people suffer from fear 
They run and hide and even sometimes shed tears. 
But once they find what they want and need 
They will soon find out that it’s something called family. 
Family is something that can eliminate fear,  
And wipe off every tear. 
Once they are no longer family-less and hopeless, 
They will soon feel the power of Fearlessness 
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Story 
 
I was three years old living with my mother in Tuscan AZ. I remember like it was yesterday. 
My mom was flipping through channels trying to find something to watch. Finally she 
stopped on this show about Evil Kanevil, the famous dare devil. I had never seen it before, 
but it intrigued me. Well, long story short I had a Batman big wheel, and attempted to go 
down my concrete stairs outside. Bad idea because I scraped all the skin off of my body. I 
knew then I like to take risks. So, the moral to this story is, you cannot be afraid to go for 
your dreams, no matter how big or small.  
 
 

Faith 
 
You must believe in yourself to achieve the goal  
If you don’t how could you shine or glow 
I have faith whether it’s mine or yours 
I have faith so when it’s time to go 
I’ll be in heaven with my father to rhyme some more 
When I’m in the room I’m the show 
It was dark but the light helped me find my soul 
I got my wings back and a chime to blow 
I’m trying to reach my goal so I climb the pole 
It’s been a long journey a lot of tears shed 
But every time close to breaking I hear bread 
Before I let faith go I’ll take a spew instead 

Kim 
 
I gave my heart,  
She pulled it apart.  
 
I kept trying,  
She kept lying.  
 
I feel so dumb  
and now I’m numb.  
 
I still love you,  
But won’t ever hug you! 
 
Today I hurt, but  
Tonight I might too 
 
Later Hater! 

Beautiful 
 
Hey Beautiful!  
How are you today? I want to thank you for being my 
home, lover, and friend through these rough times.  I 
just want to let you know I’m working toward being a 
better person within, so I can love that perfect 
someone! God is showing me a path that is narrow 
and straight because he wants me to be with him in 
Heaven. Satan took me on a roller coaster ride for 
fifteen years and now, by the blood of Jesus, I’m 
walking in his footsteps because Satan has no hold on 
me anymore. I am born again and live by faith. Jesus 
Christ died for my sins, so I can be in harmony and live 
with him and his father in Heaven!  
 
I know you can make it, I will walk with you through 
this trial and dry your eyes – hold you tight and won’t 
let go because you’re worth it. I love you, God Bless 
you and keep pushing because I believe in you!!  
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Why Them and Not Me? 
 
Omar "Grumps."  
 May 5th, 1993   
 shotgun blast to his chest 
 held him till he took his last breath 
Zachory W.  
 hit by a drunk driver 
 brain swelled so big he died 
Jake C.  
 shot himself with a 44 over Tiffany 
 we were in 8th grade 
Jake S.  
 shot himself with a shotgun on crack-induced depression 
Mose "Lil Mo" 
 Russian Roulette with a 22 
Tre R.  
 hung himself with Xmas Lights over Adriana 
Mike B. 
 38 cal to the head 
 too many nights on meth 
 
Why them and not me? 
Shot twice in Garfield Park 
Over a Raider's starter coat 
 
Cassie V. 
 shot execution style at Decker's Lake 
 two 9mm to the head 
Loopie V. 
 6th and Sheridan 
 dead in a motel room 
 still unsure why  
  or who . . . 
Quintana "69" 
 six shots to the face 
 over a dope deal gone bad 
Mike "Ray Ray" 
 stabbed in the neck 
 five people walked by him 
 as he bled to death in front of 7-11 
Mike "Big Loco" 
 stabbed twenty-one times by some UTAs 
 
Why them and not me? 
Shot three times at a bus stop 
In front of Roller City West 
 
Fred "GrandPa," Rella, Paul, Kathy, Jon, Sarah, Jason, Jon, Lillian, Linda 
Why them and not me? 
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Why do I have to live in this world of hell? 
Why couldn't I die when I got shot? 
When I got stabbed? 
 
I don't want to live 
There's nothing to live for when you got nothing 
No one who loves you 
Kids taken away 
Freedom gone 
 
I just wish this would all end 
So I don't have to wonder why them and not me. 
 
 

Michelle 
 
I did it all for you, out of 100% love. 
Took many penitentiary chances, spent months behind these walls. 
Because of you. 
I sit back and think . . . I did it all for what? I did it all for our love. 
In the end, you turned your back on  me and gave up. 
Out there playing house with lames, chumps and fake-a** punks. 
Forever yours, Jeremy 
Tattooed on your chest. 
Your heart supposedly mine for the rest of our lives 
Turns out you'd rather smoke on that glass pipe. 
Given it up to anybody telling you lies 
Can't believe I stuck by you all those nights. 
Was I perfect?  No, I'm far from it. 
I gave you two beautiful kids, cars, houses and cash. 
Took you out of the gutter, recycled your trash. 
Thought we were going into the future, never look back. 
Came to jail and your true colors shone 
You were never my girl, my lady or my wife. 
You just played the roll, the entire time 
Hidin' that dope fiend inside 
Do I still love you?  Yah, I can't lie. 
Would I try to work it out?  Only till the day I die. 
I said I love you forever, with all my heart, mind, body and soul. 
Yesterday, today, tomorrow, even when my body is dead and cold. 
I know I made mistakes too. 
I can't help that I'm a fool. 
Too late to apologize cause now I'm headed back to the pen. 
It is what it is. 
Hopefully, I'll make it to see the sun rise. 
Not afraid of anyone from my old gang cause I'm ready to die. 
Just tell my kids I love them and their daddy was no punk. 
So when the wind blows, hear my voice in the wind 
Whispering I love you Michelle . . . 
Forever, until the end. 
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To my Love and One and Only Boo 
 
I love you boo and that is true.  
The things that I would do for you.  
I’d take a knife write in the back, oh how I love it when you call me black.  
I love to see your pretty smile, my love for you is not just for a while. 
 
It goes on and on just like a river, I think of it and I get shivers.  
MY love for you will go for ever and ever.  
I just want to get through this stormy weather.  
My love for you is more than gold and that is why I cannot fold.  
 
MY love for you is gonna shine, I’m just so glad that you are mine.  
My love for you is like a child, growing on a daily basis, oh how I love to see your sexy faces.  
My love for you I’m gonna show it.  
I pray to god that you just know it.  
 
I love you more and more each day and that is why I have to pray.  
MY love for you I will not blow it and this is why I have to show it.  
The words you say make me so glad. I am so proud to be a dad.  
I thank my god that I met you, oh how I love you, love you boo.  
 
This poem loves to shout your name and my heart cries and cries in pain.  
I see the sparkle in your eye, my boo for you I would die.  
We connected since day one, oh how I got happy when we had our first son.  
Then came two and then came three, my love for you will always be.  
 
There for the rest of my life, one day boo I will make you my wife.  
I’m tired of living life in sin, me and you boo will always win.  
Even though we aint got riches, I want you to know I do not like them stupid b****es.  
Your love I will not take for granted.  
 
I love the three seeds that we have planted.  
I love you more and more each day  
My apologies go out to you, for acting like a f***ing fool.  
I hope you liked it boo, because this poem is only for you.  
 
I wrote it with all my heart.  
I pray to god we never fall apart.  
I love you Baby girl. 
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I am From . . . 
 
 
 
Now it’s your turn.  If you find this book on a table, in a library, in a coffee house, in an 
office, at a friend’s house, at school, at work, try your own hand at writing. The space 
below is for you.   

I am from fallen grace. 
I am from hateful love and chaotic serenity. 

I am from a repeating cycle that I'm 
determined to break. 
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ATTENTION SPEAKOUT! WRITERS 
 
 

For writers involved in the SpeakOut! Writing Workshop, you may continue to 
submit and publish your work through the new SpeakOut! 2.0 website: 

 
http://speakoutclc.wordpress.com/ 


